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Abstract—In this Communication, the problem of synthesizing a linearly polarized shaped power pattern with accurate control on both sidelobe
and cross-polarization levels is considered. For a user-defined desired
polarization direction, the definitions of realizable co-polarization (COP)
and cross-polarization (XP) directions for an arbitrary propagation
direction in the shaped pattern are presented. With the help of such
definitions, the considered problem is formulated as finding appropriate
excitations so as to produce a shaped power pattern in which the
realizable COP component meets prescribed lower and upper bounds,
the realizable XP component and the total power pattern are less than
their upper bounds in the regions of interest. The semidefinite relaxation
(SDR) method in literature is then extended to solve this vectorial pattern
synthesis problem. The proposed method can include the mutual coupling
and platform effects by using vectorial active element patterns of an
antenna array. A set of synthesis examples with different array geometries
and radiation requirements are conducted to validate the effectiveness
and advantages of the proposed method.
Index Terms—Array pattern synthesis, shaped power pattern, low
cross-polarization, semidefinite relaxation(SDR).

I. I NTRODUCTION
NTENNA arrays with shaped power patterns have been widely
applied in various radar and communication systems. In the past
decades, many advanced methods concerning the synthesis of shaped
power patterns have been developed, for example, in [1]- [9]. Due to
the complexity with high nonlinearity of this problem, many shaped
power pattern synthesis methods deal with only the array factors,
and they lack of considering the mutual coupling between practical
antenna elements. Some techniques including genetic algorithms [10],
differential evolution algorithms [11], iterative convex optimization
[12]- [13] and semidefinite relaxation [14], [15], can deal with an
arbitrary antenna array model with different element patterns, and
they would be able to include the mutual coupling effect in the
pattern synthesis procedure by using the active element patterns [16],
[17]. However, these techniques used to consider only the shape
distribution of the total radiation power and part of radiation power
actually corresponds to the electric field in undesired polarization.
This issue becomes significant in some applications when the antenna
array is required to radiate the electric field in a particular polarization
and thus the cross-polarization level (XPL) should be reduced as
much as possible [18].
Usually, the XPL suppression can be realized by choosing appropriate element structure and array arrangement. Nevertheless, using
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optimized element excitations can further reduce the XPL. This is
very significant when a shaped pattern with low XPL is required for
a given antenna array geometry structure. In recent years, some researchers have paid attention to the pattern synthesis with polarization
consideration such as jointly synthesizing focused beam patterns with
desired polarization properties in [19]- [22] and designing circularly
polarized shaped patterns in [23]- [25]. However, when it comes
to the problem of synthesizing a linearly polarized shaped power
pattern, one difficulty is that the realizable co-polarization direction
of a radiated field always changes with the propagation direction and
may be much different from the user-defined desired polarization. To
the best of our knowledge, how to synthesize a linearly polarized
shaped power pattern with low XPL has been never discussed in
literature.
In this work, we introduce a definition of the realizable copolarization (COP) direction which is considered as the projection
of the user-defined desired polarization direction onto the wavefront
plane that is perpendicular to the propagation direction. For a fixed
user-defined desired polarization, the realizable COP direction may
change with the propagation direction. With this definition, we can
easily express the realizable COP and XP components of an antenna
array for an arbitrary propagation direction. Then the semi-definite
relaxation (SDR) method is applied to deal with the problem of
synthesizing a linearly polarized shaped power pattern with control
on the COP power shape in the mainlobe region, XPL in any region
of interest as well as the total power level in the sidelobe region.
The SDR method can relax the non-convex lower bound constraint
of the shaped power pattern in such a way to deal with a related
convex problem. This technique has been recently effectively used to
deal with the problem of phase-only pattern notching in [26], as well
as synthesizing shaped power patterns with phase-only optimization
[14] or dynamic amplitude ratio control [15]. Despite the success,
the mutual coupling and XP effects of practical arrays have been not
included in the consideration of [14], [15] and [26]. Now, with the
help of the definitions of realizable COP direction and the concept
of vectorial active element pattern, the SDR method is extended to
synthesize the linearly polarized shaped power patterns with mutual
coupling and XPL suppression for practical arrays. Several synthesis
examples for linear, sectorial and cylindrical conformal arrays have
been provided, and synthesis results have shown the effectiveness and
advantages of the proposed method.
II. L INEARLY P OLARIZED S HAPED P OWER PATTERN S YNTHESIS
M ETHOD
A. Vectorial far-field pattern expression
Consider a general antenna array composed of N elements which
are placed at locations ⃗rn (n = 1, 2, · · · , N ). The far-field radiation
pattern can be expressed as
⃗ tol (θ, φ) =
E

N
∑
n=1

[

]

⃗ nθ (θ, φ) + φ
wn θE
⃗ Enφ (θ, φ) ejk⃗rn ·⃗a(θ,φ) (1)
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Once the realizable COP and XP directions are defined, the COP
and XP components of the radiated pattern can be given by

[
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Fig. 1.

Illustration of the definitions of realizable COP and XP directions.

where
θ⃗ = cos θ cos φ⃗x + cos θ sin φ⃗
y − sin θ⃗z

(2)

φ
⃗ = − sin φ⃗x + cos φ⃗
y

(3)

⃗a(θ, φ) = sin θ cos φ⃗x + sin θ sin φ⃗
y + cos θ⃗z

(4)

In the above, wn is the complex excitation of the nth element, and
k = 2π/λ where λ is the wavelength. Enθ (θ, φ) and Enφ (θ, φ) are
the θ⃗ and φ
⃗ -polarization components of the far-field pattern radiated
by the nth element, respectively. In the array environment, vectorial
active element patterns can be chosen to include the mutual coupling
and platform effect [17].
Now, by defining the following vectors
sθ =
sφ =

[

[

jk⃗
r1 ·⃗
a(θ,φ)

E1θ e

jk⃗
rN ·⃗
a(θ,φ)

, · · · , EN θ e

E1φ ejk⃗r1 ·⃗a(θ,φ) , · · · , EN φ ejk⃗rN ·⃗a(θ,φ)
w = [ w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w N ]T ,

]T

]T

Our goal is to find appropriate excitation weights so as to produce
a linearly polarized shaped power pattern which meets the following
constraints: a) the ripple of the COP component is restricted by the
upper bound UM L (θ, φ) and the lower bound LM L (θ, φ) over the
shaped mainlobe region ΩM L ; b) the XPL is required to be less than
ΓX for the region of interest ΩX ; c) the total power pattern level
should be less than ΓSL in the sidelobe region ΩSL . The constraints
can be written:

⃗ co (θ, φ)|2 ≤ UM L (θ, φ), (θ, φ) ∈ ΩSB
 LM L (θ, φ) ≤ |E
2
⃗ X (θ, φ)| ≤ ΓX ,
|E
(θ, φ) ∈ ΩX
 ⃗
|Etol (θ, φ)|2 ≤ ΓSL ,
(θ, φ) ∈ ΩSL
(15)
In the following, the argument (θ, φ) are dropped for notation
simplicity. By defining

[

Sco =

−Im(sco )
Re(sco )

[

]

(5)
w
e=

(6)
(7)

Re(w)
Im(w)

]

(16)

(17)

we obtain that
⃗ co |2 = w
|E
e T Qco w,
e with Qco = STco Sco

we can rewrite (1) as
⃗ H
⃗ tol (θ, φ) = θs
E
⃗ sH
θ w+φ
φw

(8)

⃗ X |2 = w
|E
e T QX w,
e with QX = STX SX

In general, the user-defined desired polarization direction is known
a priori and it is determined depending on the practical applications.
However, the realizable COP direction radiated by the antenna array
is always perpendicular to the propagation direction ⃗a(θ, φ), and it
usually varies with the changing of ⃗a(θ, φ). Hence, if we look at
the realizable COP in wide-angle space, it is in general different
from the user-defined desired polarization which is usually given
as one fixed direction. Assume that p
⃗d denotes the user-defined
desired polarization direction. For the propagation direction (θ, φ),
the projection of p
⃗d onto the wavefront plane that is perpendicular to
the direction (θ, φ) can be considered as the realizable COP direction,
as shown in Fig. 1. Mathematically, the normalized realizable COP
direction p
⃗co can be given as
p
⃗d − [⃗
pd · ⃗a(θ, φ)]⃗a(θ, φ)
|⃗
pd − [⃗
pd · ⃗a(θ, φ)]⃗a(θ, φ)|

(9)

The realizable XP direction p
⃗X should be perpendicular to both p
⃗co
and ⃗a(θ, φ). Thus p
⃗X is given by
p
⃗X = p
⃗co × ⃗a(θ, φ)

⃗ tol | = w
|E
e Qtol w,
e with Qtol =
T

2

[

where
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(10)

(18)

Similarly, we have

where the superscript ‘H’ denotes the Hermitian transposition of a
matrix.

p
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Re(sco )
Im(sco )

SX =

Re(sX )
Im(sX )
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Re(sθ )
 Im(sθ )
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Re(sφ )
Im(sφ )

STtol Stol

−Im(sX )
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(19)
(20)

]
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.
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It is well-known that for any real symmetric matrix Q and any
real vector w,
e there exists
w
e T Qw
e = Tr(w
e T Qw)
e = Tr(QW)

(21)

where W = w
ew
e is a rank-one symmetric positive semidefinite
matrix. That is, W ≽ 0 and rank(W) = 1. Now, the linearly
polarized shaped pattern synthesis problem can be reformulated as:
find W such that
T


Tr(Qco W) ≥ LM L (θ, φ), (θ, φ) ∈ ΩM L



 Tr(Qco W) ≤ UM L (θ, φ), (θ, φ) ∈ ΩM L
Tr(QX W)) ≤ ΓX ,




 Tr(QSL W) ≤ ΓSL ,

W ≽ 0, rank(W) = 1

(θ, φ) ∈ ΩX
(θ, φ) ∈ ΩSL

(22)
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The constraint of rank(W) = 1 is typically non-convex, and
consequently the above problem cannot be solved by using convex
optimization algorithms. Hence, we are going to drop this constraint,
and choose to iteratively minimize the rank of W instead. That is,

Y
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x
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Tr(QX W)) ≤ ΓX ,



 Tr(QSL W) ≤ ΓSL ,
W≽0

......
(23)
1#

where δ > 0 is a small regularization parameter [27]. Such a
relaxation is called the semi-definite relaxation (SDR). Now, the
problem can be efficiently solved by performing convex optimization.
Once the optimal solution of W is achieved, the w
e vector can be
recovered via an eigenvalue decomposition:
W ≈ σmax vvT
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where σmax is the largest eigenvalue of W and v is the correspond√
ing eigenvector. Then, we obtain w
e = σ max v. Note that since
rank(W) = 1 cannot be exactly satisfied due to the relaxation
operation, the decomposition of (24) may have an approximation
error. To improve the accuracy, we can iteratively reduce the rank
of W by following the procedure of (23) until the rank is close
enough to 1 or the largest eigenvalue is several order of magnitude
larger than the second one. In the iteration, the parameter δ should be
much smaller than σmax , and in the examples given below we choose
δ = σmax /10 where σmax is obtained at the previous iteration.

2#

Fig. 2. Geometry of a 16-element microstrip antenna array (a substrate with
ϵr = 2.2 and thickness of 1.57 mm is used).
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Fig. 3. The synthesized COP and XP patterns for the linear array by the
proposed method with accurate vectorial pattern control and the array factor
synthesis method in [1].

III. N UMERICAL E XAMPLES

As the first example, we consider to synthesize a linearly polarized
cosecant pattern for a 16-element linear array working at 10 GHz.
As shown in Fig. 2, this array consists of 16 microstrip antennas
with a uniform spacing of 15 mm (i.e., 0.5λ at 10 GHz). Assume
that the user-defined desired polarization p
⃗d = ⃗
y . According to
(9) and (10), p
⃗co coincides with φ
⃗ and p
⃗X = θ⃗ on the XOZ
plane. For comparison, at first we use the method presented in [1]
to synthesize a cosecant-squared array factor without considering
mutual coupling. The obtained array factor is satisfactory within
the prescribed lower and upper bounds. However, the realized array
pattern varing considerably, is beyond the desired bounds, as show
in Fig. 3. Especially, for the −30 dB upper bound in the null region,
the actual SLL is increased to −27.2 dB due to practical mutual
coupling. The XPL is about −27 dB in this situation. Now, we apply
⃗ and φ
the proposed method to this array. We get the θ⃗ -polarization
AEPs for each antenna element from the HFSS full-wave simulation.
The COP component is restricted by the upper and lower bounds, and
the XPL is set to be less than −30 dB. The synthesized COP and XP
patterns are also shown in Fig. 3 for comparison. As can be seen, the
synthesized COP pattern completely meets the preset bounds even
in the null region, and the XPL also reaches the requirement. Note
that the current synthesized results have included the element mutual

B. Flap-top pattern with XPL control for a sectorial array
The second example is to synthesize a linearly polarized flaptop power pattern for a sectorial conformal array with 16 elements
which are uniformly distributed on an arc with radius of 242.75 mm.
Inspired by the planar E-type microstrip antenna in [28], we design a
curved E-type microstrip antenna conforming with the arc surface as
the array element. The E-type patch is printed on the top side of a thin
dielectric layer with thickness of 0.254 mm and relative permittivity
of 2.2. All the elements are uniformly spaced with the interval of
7.5◦ , and thus the interelement spacing is 31.78 mm that is about
0.53λ at the working frequency of 5 GHz. Fig. 5 shows the antenna
array geometry. Here, we consider synthesizing a linearly polarized
flap-top pattern in the XOZ plane. Still set the user-defined desired
polarization p
⃗d = ⃗
y . Thus, the realizable COP and XP directions on
⃗ respectively. Assume that the desired COP
XOZ plane are φ
⃗ and θ,
pattern has a flat-top shape with a ripple of ±0.5 dB for the region
AF synth.
Proposed

1

Excit. Phase (°)

A. Cosecant pattern with XPL control for a linear array

coupling. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the excitation distributions
obtained by the proposed method and the method in [1].

Excit. Amplitude

In this section, four numerical examples for synthesizing linearly
polarized shaped patterns with control of both COP and XP components for different antenna array geometries are presented to illustrate
the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed method. The concept
of active element pattern (AEP) is used to include the mutual coupling
as well as the platform effect, and all the AEPs for each tested array
are obtained by using High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS)
software.
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Fig. 4. The synthesized excitation distributions (corresponding to the patterns
in Fig. 3) by the proposed method and the method in [1]. (a) Excitation
amplitudes, and (b) excitation phases.
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Fig. 5. Geometry of a 16-element sectorial conformal array (with view of
the E-type antenna element on planar surface).
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Fig. 6. The obtained COP and XP patterns for the sectorial array by the
proposed method with/without a −20 dB XPL constraint.

|θ| ≤ 25◦ , and the total power pattern level is less than −22 dB in
the sidelobe region of |θ| ≥ 40◦ . For comparison, we at first do not
use the XPL constraint, and then obtain the synthesized COP and XP
patterns as shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen, the synthesized COP
pattern completely meets the prescribed mainlobe bounds and the
SLL level also meets the upper bound. Without the XPL constraint,
the obtained maximum XPL is −15.1 dB. Now, we assume an
additional constraint that the maximum XPL is no larger than −20
dB in the whole range of θ. The obtained pattern results are also
shown in Fig. 6 for comparison. We can see that the synthesized COP
pattern still meets the prescribed bounds, and the maximum XPL is
now considerably reduced to −20 dB. That is, the XPL is reduced
by 4.9 dB by using the additional XPL constraint. In addition, we
check what happens if there is one element damaged with no feeding
(just connected to matching load). Fig. 7 shows the pattern of the
sectorial array if the 9th element is not excited. As can be seen, the
performance of the damaged array pattern deteriorates considerably
in all of the COP mainlobe, SLL and the XPL. Nevertheless, such
a pattern can be corrected by re-optimizing the excitations of the
left available elements with the proposed method. The corrected
pattern is also shown in Fig. 7, which becomes now satisfying the
prescribed bounds again. It should be mentioned that re-optimizing
the excitations of the left available elements will certainly improve
the performance of a damaged array pattern, but it is in general not
guaranteed that the corrected pattern can exactly meet the original
prescribed bounds. Fig. 8 shows the comparison of the synthesized
excitations by the proposed method with/without XPL constraint as
well as the re-optimized excitations for the damaged array.
C. Circular flap-top pattern with XPL control for a 12 × 6-element
cylindrical array
In order to further validate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we construct a 12×6-element cylindrical conformal array. As
shown in Fig. 9, the array elements are planar E-type patch antennas
working at 2.4 GHz [28], and they are uniformly distributed with
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Fig. 7. The obtained COP and XP patterns of the damaged sectorial array
(the 9th element is not excited) and the corrected COP and XP patterns by
re-optimizing the excitations of the left elements.
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Fig. 8. The synthesized excitation distributions by the proposed method
with/without XPL constraint as well as the corrected excitations for the
damaged array (the 9th element is not excited).(a) Excitation amplitudes, and
(b) excitation phases.

an interval of 10◦ along in circle and a spacing of 62.5 mm along
in cylinder height direction. Assume that the use-defined desired
direction is still ⃗
y -direction. Note that the realizable COP and XP
directions change with the propagation direction (θ, φ). Fig. 10 shows
the calculated p
⃗co and p
⃗X according to (9) and (10) for different
propagation directions in the semispherical space of z ≥ 0. Clearly,
p
⃗co and p
⃗X are no longer φ
⃗ and θ⃗ when the propagation direction
do not lie on the XOZ plane. The constraints are used as follows:
⃗ co (θ, φ)|2 ≤ 0 dB in the shaped region of {|θ| ≤
set −2 dB ≤ |E
⃗ tol (θ, φ)|2 ≤ −20 dB
16◦ and φ ∈ (0◦ , 360◦ )}, and then set |E
◦
in the sidelobe region of {|θ| ≥ 32 and φ ∈ (0◦ , 360◦ )}. In this
situation, the XPL constraint is not used. Fig. 11(a) shows the φcuts (in step of 1◦ ) of the synthesized COP pattern together with
the prescribed bounds, and Fig. 11(b) shows the φ-cuts of the XP
pattern in the whole space. As can be seen, the achieved maximum
XPL is −16.7 dB in this situation. Then, we add a XPL constraint
⃗ X (θ, φ)|2 ≤ −20 dB in the semispherical space, and keep the
of |E
other constraints unchanged. Fig. 11(c) and (d) show the synthesized
φ-cuts of COP and XP patterns, respectively. As can be seen, the
obtained COP pattern is still satisfactory, and the XPL reaches the
−20 dB requirement. This means that the proposed method can
reduce the XPL in wide angle space, and consequently improve the
linear polarization purity of the synthesized shaped pattern.
D. Crescent-shaped pattern with XPL control for a 12 × 12-element
cylindrical array
In the last example, we consider synthesizing a more complicated
shaped pattern with a 12 × 12-element conformal array which is
obtained by simply doubling the elements of the array in the third
example along the cylinder height direction. Assume that all the
configurations are the same as those in the third example except that
⃗ co (θ, φ)|2 ≤
the desired COP mainlobe is now set as −2 dB ≤ |E
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Fig. 9. Geometry of a cylindrical array with 12 × 6 E-type patch antennas.
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Fig. 12. Top views of the synthesized crescent-shaped patterns for the 12 ×
12-element cylindrical array by the proposed method. (a) The COP pattern
without XPL constraint, (b) The XP pattern without XPL constraint, (c) the
COP pattern with a −20 dB XPL constraint, and (d) the XP pattern with a
−20 dB XPL constraint.
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Illustration of the realizable p
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IV. M EASUREMENT R ESULTS
0 dB in the crescent-shaped region of {(u, v); |(u + 0.35) + v ≥
0.52 &u2 +v 2 ≤ 0.352 } (where u = sin θ cos ϕ and u = sin θ sin ϕ),
⃗ tol (θ, φ)|2 ≤ −20 dB in the sidelobe region
and the SLL is set as |E
2
of {(u, v); |(u + 0.5) + v 2 ≤ 0.42 or u2 + v 2 ≥ 0.62 }. Fig. 12
shows top views of the synthesized COP and XP patterns by the
proposed method with/without a −20 dB XPL constraint. Both of the
synthesized COP patterns with/without the XPL constraint do have
a crescent-shaped mainlobe and −20 dB SLL as expected, while the
maximum XPL obtained is −20 dB and −14.98 dB for the two cases,
respectively. This further proves the effectiveness and robustness of
the proposed method for different mainlobe shape requirements.
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A prototype of the 16-element sectorial conformal array used in
the second example is fabricated, as shown in Fig. 13. A feeding
network based on microstrip line is designed to provide the required
amplitude and phase distributions given in Fig. 8 for the flat-top
pattern with −22 dB SLL and −20 dB XPL constraint. The 16 Etype patches are printed on a Taconic dielectric with thickness of
0.254 mm and relative permittivity of 2.2. This dielectric is thin and
is easily mounted on the outer side of the cylindrical metal ground
with a spacing of 5 mm by using a number of dielectric screws.
The feeding network is curved and clung to the reverse side of the
cylindrical ground, and a feeding probe is used which goes through
a hole of the ground to connect the microstrip line and the radiating
patch of each element. The whole antenna structure is mounted on a
dielectric cylinder with the same size as used in simulation. Fig. 14
shows the comparison of the measured COP and XP patterns as well
as the synthesized results at 5GHz. As can be seen, the measured
COP pattern has almost the same flat-top shape in the mainlobe with
a slightly larger ripple though, and the SLL is −18.8 dB which is
3.2 dB higher than the synthesized one. The measured XPL is about
−18.3 dB that is 1.7 dB higher than the synthesized one. Despite the
performance degradation probably due to fabrication errors and nonideal measurement environment, the measured results in total agree
well with the synthesized ones.

−10

V. C ONCLUSION

−20

In this paper, a novel linearly polarized shaped pattern synthesis
method with both cross-polarization and sidelobe level control have
been presented. According to the user-defined desired polarization,
we introduce the definitions of realizable co- and cross-polarization
directions. With the help of such definitions, the linearly polarized
shaped pattern synthesis problem is formulated and solved via the
semi-definite relaxation scheme. The pattern synthesis experiments
have been conducted for different antenna arrays including linear,
sectorial, and cylindrical conformal arrays. The synthesis results
show that by finding appropriate excitations, the proposed method
can obtain satisfactory linearly polarized shaped patterns meeting
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Fig. 11. The φ-cuts (in step of 1◦ ) of the synthesized circular flat-top patterns
for the 12×6-element cylindrical array by the proposed method. (a) The COP
pattern without XPL constraint, (b) the XP pattern without XPL constraint,
(c) the COP pattern with a −20 dB XPL constraint, and (d) the XP pattern
with a −20 dB XPL constraint.
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Fig. 13. The fabricated 16-element sectorial conformal array with the feeding
network on the reverse side of the ground.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the measured and synthesized patterns of the 16element sectorial conformal array.

the prescribed bounds while reducing the cross-polarization and
sidelobe levels considerably. A prototype of sectorial conformal array
is fabricated, and the measured co- and cross-polarization patterns are
in good agreement with the synthesized results.
Finally, it should be noted that the proposed method is an extension of the semi-definite relaxation (SDR) method which do not
directly deal with the original non-convex shaped pattern problem
with respect to element excitations, but instead, solves an convex
optimization problem in terms of auxiliary variables given by the
product amongst the different excitations. Despite the effectiveness,
such processing like other SDR methods increases the number of
unknowns to be the square of the element count, and consequently it
is hard to deal with large-scale array synthesis problems unless highperformance computer source is used. Besides, the proposed method
find one single excitation distribution generating a desired linearly
polarized shaped power pattern. It should be mentioned that for the
same shaped power pattern, multiple different excitation distributions
probably exist which provides more degrees of freedom to a designer.
The further research in this area would be very interesting.
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